BADGER’S SOLUTION FOR
TANKS & TANK CLEANING

The Badger Unit can assist with these common
applications for tank clean-outs:
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Above Ground Storage Tanks (ASTs)
Underground Storage Tanks (USTs)
FRAC Tanks
Open Top Tanks
Oil Water Separators
Wash Bay Sumps,
Water/Waste Water Treatment Basins
Road and box culvert clean-outs
Pipe-rammed casing clean-outs
Ballast removal
Filter media removal
Material removal from inside
structures and buildings
and more!

SAFETY
RISK MANAGEMENT
PROFESSIONAL OPERATORS
EXCAVATE IN HARD-TO-REACH AREAS
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NON-DESTRUCTIVE EXCAVATION

Tanks & Tank Cleaning Industry

Serving our Customers with the Best Trained
Operators and the Best Trucks in the Business.

www.badgerinc.com

Improve Performance, Safely
Badger Daylighting tank cleaning does not
require personnel to enter the tank; work
is performed through the Badger Hydrovac
system. This process eliminates the “confined
space*” requirement and the need and cost
of special attire and/or equipment, therefore
creating a safer work en environment.
*Confined space certified and trained crews
are available.

// 24-Hour Service
Western Canada - 1.800.465.4273
Eastern Canada - 1.877.330.3343
Eastern & Midwest US - 1.877.322.3437
West US - 1.866.393.3344
Pacific US - 1.877.341.2234
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BADGER HYDROVAC
VERSATILITY

SAFETY IS BADGER’S TOP PRIORITY!

There are many types of tanks and tank styles
that can be found within the Storage Tank
Industry. One key component that all these
tanks have in common, they will need to be
cleaned out at some point.

Badger Daylighting™ is committed to the highest of standards for our employees and customers. We have
enjoyed and promoted a culture of Safety for over 25 years.

Badger Units can clean storage units with
an industrial-strength vacuum system;
supported by a controlled high-pressure
water system that has the capability to heat
the water, housed in a large water tank
located on the unit. This makes Badger Units
uniquely qualified to provide an effective
cleaning solution for wet and dry materials
safely and efficiently.

• Safety — helps prevent damage to underground infrastructure
• Time is Money — keeps projects on schedule/improves returns for infrastructure owners
• Precise excavation — can reduce the size and amount of excavating required
• Excavate in hard-to-reach areas — dig over 600’ away from the unit in areas with limited access
• Excavate through frozen ground

Our unique all-in-one Badger Units are more
efficient and safer than traditional methods,
eliminating congestion around the work site,
saving time and money.

ON-SITE SOIL MANAGEMENT
Badger’s hydrovac excavation equipment
can be used in innovative ways to remove
material safely and efficiently. For example, if
the material is contaminated, requiring special
testing, handling and disposition, Badger’s
vacuum system can be attached to the top of a
vac box and the material can be directed into
the vac box utilizing a 4”-6” remote hose. After
the material fills the vac box, the material can
be tested and transported to the appropriate
disposition site.

In addition, most open top roll-off boxes can
be used to store non-contaminated material
at our job sites. The material is solidified and
then transported to the appropriate disposition
site. This allows the Badger to stay working,
increasing daily productivity.

Badger Operators are trained through our Mentor Training Program. Our carefully selected Mentors
train and mentor new Operators on The Badger Unit, safe work practices, specific job procedures, safety
hazards and recognition, professionalism, customer service and defensive driving.

WHY BADGER?
R Daily Hazard Assessment - Safety is
job number one

R Highly Experienced Excavation &
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Vacuuming Vendor
Professional Operators , Exclusively
Trained on Badger Hydrovacs
Hydroexcavating is faster than buckets
and shovels - Work measured in
hours instead of days!
Hydroexcavating is safer than buckets
and shovels – Less wear and tear on
the maintenance crew!
Hydroexcavating can avoid some
Confined Space work by using cutting
wand and vacuum extensions
24/7/365 Emergency Call-out Availability
Personal commitment to provide
outstanding service to our Customers

ABOUT BADGER

Badger Daylighting™ is the industry leader
in non-destructive hydro excavation services.
Since 1992, Badger has been innovating
leading-edge technology and providing
services to a diverse customer base including
oil and gas, energy, industrial, construction,
transportation and other markets, as well as
numerous government agencies within the
United States and Canada.
For more than 25 years, Badger has been
committed to creatively solving our client’s
infrastructure needs and challenges by
delivering a safe and reliable hydroexcavation
services.
For more information, visit us at
www.badgerinc.com

